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Announcements
In April, Gayle will be
returning to The Big Island to continue training in Hawaiian Energy
Healing. She will be out
of the office beginning
Wednesday, April 6th
and returning to normal
business hours on
Wednesday, April 27th.
During this time the office will be closed so
be sure to book your
appointments ahead
of time!
Free Women’s
Meditation Class
Saturday, March 26th
10:00—11:30am
At the Clinic
The January class was
such a success we decided to continue on!
Gayle facilitates a
Women’s meditation
circle focusing on clearing the heart of negativity and feeling the bliss
within. It’s a very easy
and simple technique
that is dynamic and
very fulfilling.
Reserve your spot with
Tina, as space is limited.

Growing and Healing From the Inside Out
Are you feeling the urge to grow? The
need for change in your life? To push your
boundaries a bit? Welcome to Spring!!
Spring is about pushing past old limitations
and expanding into new growth. You see it
everywhere this time of year, the new
leaves, birds nesting, sweet blossoms filling
the air.
To grow with the seasons you need to
embrace the changes each season offers.
You have to be willing to let go of your
comfort zone, to feel out of control and
become vulnerable. Growth is not always
a pretty process but it is so necessary for
life. In fact it is proof of life.
Growth looks different at different stages of life. As a kid we measured our growth
by the increase in our height, at middle
age it is measured by our earning potential
and family life, as we age we grow by
pruning the unessential irrelevant relationships and habits that drain our core energy
in order to drive strength to our roots.

by Gayle Kildebeck, L.Ac.

Spring is a great time to reevaluate our
habits to awaken to our inner calling for
growth and health. Where are you ready
to grow? What are you willing to let go of?
What do you need to let go of so you can
grow?
Acupuncture helps your body mind spirit
to align with the change and growth that is
available to you at the time of your treatment. It relaxes your edges, warms and
strengthens your core energy to support
you through your next growth stage. The
energy of spring begins the process of
growth - true sustainable growth is never
an overnight thing. It takes time awareness
commitment to nurture it all the way to fruition. But the first step toward your changes
can be earth shattering - just like the fruit
tree that first breaks through the soil on its
way to becoming a fruit a productive fruit
true. It must first break thru to start its journey to health. Here’s to you embracing
your journey of growth into greater health.

Food Tips to Help Transition into Spring
Springtime is the best time to start integrating the following changes, especially if you
are a seasonal allergy sufferer:

lent remedy for soothing liver qi
(energy). I recommend this in especially if you are experiencing irritability,
frustration, or notice frequent sighing.
1. Like the green shoots and buds of the
4. Make sure to increase moderately
plants and trees, spring is associated
pungent foods like green onions, garBi Yan Pian
with the color green. Consume foods
lic, ginger, watercress, mustard greens,
Is the pollen
that are rich in chlorophyll (including
turmeric, basil, cardamom, marjoram,
getting to
cereal grasses like wheat or barley
cumin, and fennel in your diet. These
your sinuses?
grass juice, micro algae like spirulina,
We have an
help to ease the transition into spring
blue-green, and chlorella, parsley,
amazing Chiwhen erratic changes in weather
kale, swiss chard, and collard greens)
nese Herbal
make us susceptible to colds, flus, allerin order to accelerate liver rejuvenaformula for
gies and acute illness. These foods also
tion.
allergic rhinitis. Don’t
have a powerful immune boosting
2. Cook vegetables for a shorter time but
take the OTC antihistaqualities.
mines. Try this first—all
at a higher temperature. This way, the
5. Increase foods with a slightly bitter
the benefits with no side
food (especially the interior) is cooked
quality as these can help you deal with
effects.
slightly ‘al dente’. Think lightly steaming
problematic heat and inflammation in
or minimal simmering. A quick, highTime Change can
the liver. Rye, romaine lettuce, asparatemp sauté method is also recomwreak havoc on your
gus, quinoa, radish leaves, citrus peel,
mended.
sleep patterns. Losing
dandelion, chamomile all have liver
3. Upon awakening, before that first cup
that hour of sleep sets
cleansing capabilities. Include these in
of tea or coffee, drink warm water with
you up for all kinds of
your diet on a regular basis if you are
a slice of lemon to detoxify the liver
chaos that first week.
prone to springtime allergies characAcupuncture can set all
and gallbladder. Or try 1 teaspoon
terized by itchy, red eyes, post nasal
things to right. Come in
each of apple cider vinegar and raw
drip and/or sneezing. These foods will
for treatment, its great
honey in one cup of water. Mint tea
also benefit red, swollen joints.
for jet lag too.
throughout the day is another excel-
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Acupressure Points for Sinus Congestion and Headaches
Here are some acupressure points on your face that will help relieve the
agony of Sinus pain and headaches. Find these points with your fingers
and press for a few minutes on each point.
LI 20 is located just to the side of the nostril, press both sides down at the
same time. It will help the sinuses drain more effectively and is fantastic for
relieving pain in behind the cheeks. Use two fingers and press against
these points with your fingers at 90 degrees to the face.
B 2 This is a great point for relieving pressure from the Maxillary Sinuses and
it helps to improve circulation in the area. Pressing this point regularly also
helps to prevent respiratory illnesses. These points are located at the very top of the nose, just at the point where
the nose connects to the ridge of the eyebrows. To activate this point, press in and upwards. I like to press this
point for around 5 minutes, but that might be a little long for some of you. You will notice that this is the point you
naturally try to press when you have sinus headaches and sure enough, it plays a big part in relieving pressure
behind the eyes due to sinusitis and other conditions in the Frontal, Sphenoid and Ethmoid Sinuses. This point also
helps to “wake the eyes up” and take some of the pressure off the eyes.
ST 3 Located almost directly beneath the pupil, this point can be found by tracing the path underneath the
cheek until you find a tender point. The point will likely be quite tender when pressing in and upwards again the
cheek. This point is probably my favorite as it seems to shift the entire face and lead to a pressure release from all
of the sinuses as well at the eustachian tubes. It is a fantastic point if you’re experiencing pain or pressure in
the Maxillary Sinuses or any pain around the cheek area, even inside the mouth, a toothache for example.

My Path to Becoming an Acupuncturist Gayle Kildebeck, L.Ac.
I am often asked “What led you to become an acupuncturist?” It’s not a
mainstream profession. It takes an adventurous spirit to even seek it out as a
treatment modality.
As most mature adults say today, it’s all my mother’s fault. My mother overexposed me to Western medicine as a child. I was sickly and in the doctor’s
office almost weekly. I suffered from allergies and frequent colds. I learned
from these experiences what western medicine had to offer and how I would improve it for myself.
I left home for college at 16 years old and was able to search for my own answers to my health. I started with yoga, then I studied with indigenous healers. I discovered that our health and well being is founded on a harmonious relationship with nature and our environment. That within ourselves we have a powerful healing tool. Our body is a self-correcting, self-healing power house. Healing happens naturally when
given the right support.
In the 80s, I worked in downtown LA as a financial analyst. At that time I started getting acupuncture
treatments with Chinese herbs in Chinatown from people who didn't speak English. And guess what ? It
worked!! It helped me with my body aches, frequent colds, helped me feel happy in my body with no
negative side effects. This inspired me to change careers so that I can help others find this happiness.
I became an acupuncturist because it works. It heals your from the inside out in a harmonious way. As
a practitioner I am committed to providing the right support for your well being, to awakening your own
healing power house so that you can lead a happy and healthy life.

